
Understanding Basic Representations & 
Warranties Insurance (“RWI”) Policy 
Mechanics (2022)

Lower Middle Market Transactions (Enterprise Value (“EV”) sub $100mm)

Limited Seller Indemnity (LSI) No Seller Indemnity (NSI)*

Limit of Liability

Self-Insured Retention 
(“SiR”)

Duration

Premium**

Underwriting/Outside 
Counsel Fee***

~10%+ of the EV is a typical benchmark.
Insurers to not typically offer limits under $3mm

Policy limits typically increase at intervals of 5% or 10% of the 
EV.

The greater of (i) 1% of the EV, 

dropping to 0.5% of the EV at the 

survival period date and (ii) the current 

market’s SiR floor.

The greater of (i) 1% of the EV, 

dropping to 0.5% of the EV at the 

12-month anniversary of closing and 

(ii) the current SiR floor.

$25K+ $25K+

3 years for general representations; 

6 years for fundamental representations and the 

pre-closing tax indemnity.

Ask HAUSER about current premiums for $3mm, $5mm, and <$10mm 

policy limits. The current market’s minimum premium will apply to 

limits below $10mm.
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Middle Market Transactions (EV = $100mm - $750mm)

Limited Seller Indemnity (LSI) No Seller Indemnity (NSI)*

Limit of Liability

Self-Insured Retention 
(“SiR”)

Duration

Premium**

Underwriting/Outside 
Counsel Fee***

~10%+ of the EV is a typical benchmark.

Policy limits typically increase at intervals of 5% or 10% of the EV.

≤ 1% of the EV, dropping to ≤ 0.5% of 

the EV at the general reps survival 

period date in the 

agreement.

≤ 1% of the EV, dropping to 

≤ 0.5% of the EV at the 

12-month anniversary 

of closing.

$25K+ $25K+

3 years for general representations; 

6 years for fundamental representations and the 

pre-closing tax indemnity.

Ask HAUSER about current premiums.

Understanding the Representations & Warranties Insurance 
(“RWI”) Underwriting Process

Pre-Exclusivity Fees may be assessed during periods of increased demand if the insurer is required to prioritize the underwriting of a pre-LOI 
opportunity over others that are post-LOI.

*Understanding NSI RWI. NSI applies to true no seller indemnity transactions as well as transactions where seller is contractually obligated to 
indemnity. NSI RWI policies typically offer enhancements such as a synthetic pre-closing tax indemnity, a synthetic double materiality scrape, and 
a synthetic drop-down period that presumes a 12-month survival period had the parties negotiated a limited seller indemnity structure.

**Understanding Premium. RWI premium is a function of market conditions (i.e., supply and demand for RWI) as well as deal particulars, including 
but not limited to, the requested limit of liability, the target’s class of business, the complexity of the business. For Middle Market Transactions, the 
general premium range is expressed as the rate on line percentage, which is applied to the policy limit.

 ***Understanding Underwriting/Outside Counsel Fees. The insurer uses this fee to pay their legal and/or financial advisors. The exact fees for 
most RWI transactions currently start at $45K, and may fluctuate up or down depending on market conditions”
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RWI underwriters are typically able to match the pace of the deal. However, the ability 
to underwrite RWI presumes that the due diligence that supports the representations and 

warranties in the transaction agreement has been completed.

Understanding the Representations & Warranties Insurance 
(“RWI”) Underwriting Process

S T A G E  1 : Non-Binding Letters of Indication (“NBIL”)

Based on the LOI or, if available, the buyer’s initial 
markup of the transaction agreement; CIM/MP; and 
audited/reviewed financials or information about 
plans for financial due diligence, HAUSER obtains 
NBILs from the market, which outlines the 
underwriters’ high-level feedback and proposal 
of coverage.  

HAUSER negotiates the NBIL and provides insight 
into which insurer offers the best coverage for 
the deal.

The insured executes either the NBIL or a separate 
expense agreement to indicate it wants to move 
into the next stage with a particular carrier.

• •

•

S T A G E  3 : Binding the RWI Policy

The RWI policy binds at closing, or, if the deal is structured as a bifurcated sign-and-close, the policy will coverage 
incepts at signing and binds again at closing.

•

S T A G E  2 : Underwriting the RWI Policy: What happens after the 
insured has selected a carrier?

Once a carrier has been selected and the insured’s 
advisors’ diligence reports are complete, the next 
step is the RWI underwriting call.

The underwriting call usually takes place within 
24 -72 hours or receipt of the transaction docs and 
key diligence reports. The call should run about 
2 hours.

After the call, the underwriter circulates an initial 
policy draft, a list of proposed exclusions, and any 
questions that were not conclusively answered 
during the call. 

To bind the policy concurrently with closing and to 
prevent RWI from becoming a hurdle to closing, 
HAUSER works quickly with the insured and their 
counsel to negotiate the best possible coverage, 
which may entail soliciting information/ 
documentation responsive to the insurer’s 
questions to defeat avoidable exclusions. 

•

•

•

•
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